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CilAPTER- III 

STUDIES ON AGGREtGATION OF QXAZINE DYES I.N 
AQlTE'OUS~EDIA-

3.1.1 Introduction and -review of tlte pr-evio_us work ·. 

·Spectral changes on increasing :concentratkm of· aqgeous soiutions of 

many dyes which have large planer hydrophobic skeleton with hydrophilic .. 

substituents have been known for a long time1
• It is·now well accepted that these 

spectral changes are mainly due to the aggregation of such molecules. 

Aggregation can. bring about-drastic changes in physical and chemical properties 

.of the dyes specially their photophysics. The photophysics and photochemistry. 

of dyes in general are of considerable interest in the appreCi~ti~n of various . 
- -

phenomena such as fluorescence, phosphorescepce,-long range and- ·short ·range 

. excitation energy transfer and ele•;tron transfer and other fuodes of quenching as 

probes for liquid structure in-niixed sol¥ents and various relaxation processes in 

solution 2
• · Certain concentration effect. is also observed. during the study of 

photochemical and photoelectrochemicaLpropertie8 _of the: Oxazine dyes which 
. ' . . .. . 

leads- one to enquire into the. molecular states of the,se dyes in solutio~. 3-io 

The strength of the dye aggregation is strongly dependent on. the 

structure of the dye molecules, nature -of the -solvent and temperature. A number 

of physical descriptions ofthis · phenomenon have been proposed to account for 

the changes in the -dye speciii.im-bui none is--found to be superior than.others . 

. . In this chapt~r, studies have been. m~de to understand the nature of 

dye-dye aggregation, the effect of substitution in the dye molecule on 

aggregation, the type of interaction in terms of __ e~~itQ!l theory; the temperature 

dependent. structure ·of the dye aggregates and the thermodynamics of . dye 

aggregation in aqueous media:. Interests in dye aggregates have been generated 
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afresh recently. due to its role in light energy conversion. devices along with' 

photography and xerography. O:f particular interest is their ability to sensitise 

large band gap semiconductor material such as silver bromide nanocrystals in 

colour photography. Because ·of their practical importance, several research 

groups hav~ done experiments to investigate the :excited s~ate .. behavior and 
. . . . . . 

.elect~on transfer reactions of dye ~ggregates11 ~29 . Moreover, di~covery of 

lyotropic liquid crystalline phases, which are known as 'chromonics' has added 

considerably to the present interest on thy__ ~ggr_~g~tioil .. of orgamc dye 

systems. 30
"
34 

Spontaneous· occurrence of chirality of some squarine,35 Cyanine,36•3~ 

and porphyrine38 dye aggregates:, although made ·up by· non-chiral· molecules, 

have also been shown recently. 

Formation Constant and Therlinodynamics of Aggregation of Dyes : 

Most of the basic dyes in solution show deviations from the- Beer's law 

at higher concentrations. This beb.avior has been attributed to the formation of 

dimers and highe~ · ag~eg~t~-~-- oi" ~~- dyes39
•
41

"'
2

• In general,_ the dim~rization 

constants are in the range of 100-10000, corresponding to_ free energies ~ 8 -

·· 22kJ- mol~ 1 • These are of the ord,~r of the magnitude of fo~atlon of hydragen 

bonds43 as well as of other types of interact~-o~~- ~~c~ as. ~ydrophobic44'45 '· 

vander Waals' or n-n interactions dispersion forces," <40•
45

) .all.~f which are . . . . . . . 

presumed to. be present when. dyes undergo self aggregation in_ solution. 

Remarkable cllanges m the · spectral" ~haracteristics . with ·.· · increasing 

cop.centratiotis, and the effect of temperature . on ·this have ·_been . studi~d to 

unravel the ·nature of the forces iiwolved in· dye aggregation~. Aggregates of the 

·above type, are also formed at lower concentration in the presence of · soine . 

natural-or synthetic .polymers46
•
47 ·or polyelectrolytes.48

·-
49 In these cases the 

equilibrium constants are, atleast, a factor -10 higher, ,so that aggregation can be 

observed . at concentration which are well behaved in the · absence of the 
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additives50 Bergman and o~'Konski51 described a spectroscopic study of 

methylene blue. sorbed on Na-bentonite. Spectral changes were found to follow 

changes in the amount of methylene blue (MB) sorbed on-the clay surface. Due 

to the fact that these changes are similar to the spectral shifts accompanying. 

dimerization and polymeriza~ion of MB in aqueous solution, these shift also 

attributed to dye-dye interaction on the surface of the montmorillonite a11d the 

corresponding dimer dissociation constant was determined as 1.7xlo-4 mollif1 at 

25°C. West. and Pearce52 examined the dimeric state .of cyanine dyes and showed 

that the stability of the dimers, as measured by_ the free __ energy of dimerization, 

increase steadily with chain length. Authors showed that if a solution in which 
' 

95% of the dye is prese·nt as monomer is regard.ed as tolerabl~·~pproximation to 

a solution of the p~re monomer, the concentratibn at whi.ch this conditions 
' • • • I 

prevailed was found to vary frorh 2.8xl0-5 M (forK=l0-3
) to 2.8x10-8M (forK=. 

w-6). 

Baranova and Levshin reported that Rhodamine 60 forms· aggregates 

upto dimerization stage at concentration below 2xH)-3M, but higher aggregates 

are formed at higher con.centra.ti on 53
. The .change in the spectrum of an aqueous 

solution of 3,6 -diamino acridine dye with the increase in concentration was not 

very. Jatge, reliable results could not be obtained. by Mataga54
• However, the 

degree of aggregation and log Kn were determined by means .of lanker's . . . . . . . 

method55
• Hida and Sanuki opined. th~t t~e- ·maximu~ ··slqpe method for 

evaluating· dimerization parameters was. more reliable. over some other 

methods56 viz, Zanker' s method. These. authors also found the· dependence of 

dimerization constants of a number of dyes in neutral s~lt concentrations. In. 

1972, Selwyn arid Steinfeld presented a vecy convincing and det~iled. accom1t of 

the absbr.Ption spectra of laser· -active dyes rhodamine B, rhodamjne 60 and 
. . . . . . . 

acridine red in aqueous, ethanoiic and EPA (2 parts ethanol : 5 parts isopentane : 

5 parts ethylether by volume) solutions as a function_ of concentration and 

temperature 57
. The observed ab:mrbance of the aqueous solutions of Rhodamine 
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B and Rhodamine 60 was analysed in_ terms of a monomer-dimer equilibrium. 

The dissociation constants, K == C2 monome/Cdimer were 6.8· X 10"4 and 5.9x10"4 

mol/lit. at 22°C for aqueous Rhodamine B and Rhodamine 60 solutions 

respectively. The absorption .spectra of pure .monomer and dimer were 

obtained for these two systems. Acridine red . in H20 was shown to be 

monomeric upto 3.38x10"5 M. Rhodamine B in ethanol formed· dimers for which 

the equilibrium constant for. dissociation · was l.lxl0-4 mol/lit ~t :62.°C ··and· 
4.9xl o-5 mol/lit· at 22°C. Calculation of the therm~dynam.ic function for the 

.. · process gives Mf := 16.8 kJ/mol and ~S :=., 6 eu. At -78.5°Ghigher aggregates 

are formed in ethanolic Rhodamine B solutions but Rhodamine 60 solutions 

(2x10-4 M) show no evidence for the .formation ofaggregates in ethanol, even at 

::'"78.5°C. Small amount of. dim~r _was noted in Acridine re.d-:-ethanol solution 

under the .same condition~ SolutirJns of Rhodamine 'B. in EPA are totally dim eric 

at -196°C. At i2~C the equilibrium constant ~as 6.2~10"5 mol/lit ,at ~78.5°C it 
was 3.1 X 10"5 mol/lit. The low value of MI (3.36 kJ/mol) in this solvent gives a 

strong support to the hypothesis that hydrogen- bonding is important in dimer 

formation. Rhodamine 60-EPA failed to· aggregate :even when. <;ooled to -

196°C. Acridine red-EPA is predominantly monomeric at 22°C; at -}8.5°C an 

equilibrium .constant for the dissociation o.f dim~r of 4.4xlo-4. mol/lit. was 

calculated. James and Robinson studied the self-aggregation of N(IO)-alkyl . . 

derivative of Acridine orange and. their interactions with· cationic and· anionic 

surfactants58 The dimerization of the dyes- in aqueous s_olution was :enhanced 

relative to .Acridine orange. when the alkyl· substituent has more than six carbon 

atoms. A temperaturejump .. s.tudy_ of the dimerization equiiibrium of the octyi 
' - ' . . - -

and dodecyl derivatives shows the greater· stability of the. dimer which is 

reflected· in lower rate· constant for dissociation. This study further shows a 

variation of dimerization constant of acridine orange derivatives from 1.05xl 04 

to (79± 52)x1 04 lit/mol for variation of the number of-carbon.atonis in the alkyl 

group from 0 to 16. KamaLand Litchin examined. the e~lec:r<?S~!·t' nsfer in the 
"{.1 
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quenching of protonated triplet 1-lethylene blue by ground state molecule of the 

dye59
• They determined ·the extent. of dimerlzation. of methylene blue (so) 

spectrophotometrically and found to be negligible in solvents containing 50% 

(voVvol) or. more organic component. AssoCiation was found to be significant in 

neat water and they had. taken the:. value. of dimerization-constants at 25°C with 

J.l < 0.001M, as 2.5x103 lit/mol from the work ofZadotoznnaya et al.60
• From 

these data, monomer amount in a solution with [MB+]stoich = 2 .xl0"4 ·M was 

calculated as ~ 83%. Arbeloa found .changes in the shapes of visible absorption 
. . 

·spectra of the fluorescein dianion when the concentration was increased, due to 
. . . . . . . . . 

the formation of aggregates61
• The-absorption spectra of dilute ... dye solutio~s did 

not change ~emarkably with. ·teni_perature. The variation prodrt.ced' in-· the spectra 
. . 

of the concentrated solutions with an increase in temperature were due to the 

dissociation of aggregates. The author applied an iterative· method in computing 

the fonnation constants of aggregation of the dyes. In the concentration range 

between 5x10"6 and ca. 10"1M, the dimerization constant (Kd) 'does not change 
. . . .. . 

appreciably. At-the h-igher· concentration the Kd value increases. due to the non-' 

negligible existence of other aggregates. The average ·dimerization constant at 

20°C for concentration upto 10"1 M was 5.0± 0.2 (Standard concentration 1 mol 

lif1
) • The dimer formation enthalpy (Mid), entropy change (~Sd), and Gibbs 

potential (~Gd), were found to be -28 ±1 kJmor1,.-82± 5 J morK-1 and ..:.3.9± 

0.1 kJ mor1 respectively. · At· higher . concentiitl~~-s;: possibilitY. of trimer 

formation was considered -an:d· examined- in .considerable .. detail. Recently, 

Arbeloa and Rohatgi-Mukherjee determined the formation constants and 

absorption spectra of the dimer and trimer . of phenosafr,ai).ine in aqueous 

solutions62.Using . two different it~rative metho~s52• 61
, · the two. average. 

dimerization constants at room temperature (28°C) with solutions of 

concentration smaller than 4xl 0"3M were cal~;u:lated as 42 ± 2 and 44 ± 2 lit mol" 
1 respectively. Thermodynamic functions for. the dimerization process ha~e :also 

been detennined. The ·entha1pfoY:dimerization, (MI0 ), was found to be -17±1 kJ 
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mor1
• The standard free energy change and entropy variations of the dimer 

formation were -9.4 ±0.1 kjmor1 and -25±5 J mor 1K~ 1 respectively,_ at 28°C. The 

calculated e~thalpy change was gmallerthari the l,l~mil values found. for hydrogen 

. bond .i.e. about -20 kJ mor1
• It has been proposed that beside~ the possible 

participation .of hydrogen bond, contribution of vander- Waals'. _and London 

forces, which are temperature dependent to· some extent; were· also_ important in 
. . ;· . . . .· . . . 

the dimer formation. The formation constant and: absorption . spectrum of the 
. . . .. ·. . 

trimer were determined assuming that the trimer hypochromism H1 is equal to 

Hct 2 
. The average trimerization- constant at 28°C, thus calculated· was 65±1 0 

lit/mol, which is greater than the dimerizatiqn constant. ~0°, MI0 and ~S0 values 

were of -:---9.4±0.1, -17±1 and -25±5 kJ/mol, respectively for the trimerization 

process suggest that the forces rc~sponsible for aggregation are changing from an 

entl;mlpy directed one to an entropy directed one.· The contribution of hydrogen 

bonding in the association process is decreasy_g -~11d'J~~t _of the vander Waals' 

force. is increased. The. increased· hydrophobic interactions justify. the su~stantial 

increase in. the en tropic contribution in higher aggre·gates -pre~umably ·due to the 

breaking of water structure. Neumann et al. exam~ned the form~tion of mixe~ . 
dimers in s9l_utions of basic . dyes63 

•. Mix~d dimer equilibrium . _constants for 
. . . . . . 

various dyes were estimated to be between l.4x1 02 and: 4.9x194 lit/mol. 

However; the mixed dimer formation equilibrium constants are larger than those 

for self dimers. These. are ascribed to a charge transfer contribution to the 

interaction as a result of the difft~rence in the electr(Ji1. densities of different dyes. 

The aggregates of Oxazine laser dyes have been a focus of research owing to the 

fact that the aggregates exhibit strong absorption bands iri the visible region64
-
66

• 

The physical properties of the Oxazine dye family have beeri . studied due to the 

long~term stability and the high quantum yields qf the bxazine dyes as laser . ··- - -·. ·-:-· -· . . . . 

dyes. Gvishi and Reisfeld67 repqrted a dhner equilibrium. constant for Oxazine . 

720 in aqueous solution as 2.0+(t5x1 o-5M. Herkstroeter ei al(6s) report~d that the 
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dimer equilibrium constant was several orders ofrriagnitude higher for Oxazine 

-720 than for Oxazine -725. 

These authors also pointed out that a quantitative measurement of Kd for 

Oxazine -720 was complicated by adsorpti<?n on. th~ glass surfac.es of the cells 

used.Theydid, however, report: that l(d was inthe r~nge of 10"4
- 10-sM, which 

- . 
is corislstant with the ·value of Gvishi and Reisfeld67

• The relative- propensity to 
. . ' . . 

fomi dimers· for several dyes was reporte.d ___ by_ ~_?~ozova and ~.zhig~lova69 • 

Among; some O:x.azines~ Nile bh.u! was shown:to.have higher tendencyto fonn _· 

dimers than that of Oxazine 725. 

~.1.2 The Molecular Exciton Model 

. The molecular exciton ntodeloffers a theoretical method for treating the 

. resonance interaction of .excited states of ~eakly coupled -c~mposite' systems 70 •.•. . . . . 

. The . types· of problems which have been dealt with· on the basis· of molecular 

exciton model alnong other include spectra of dimers and polymers consisting of 

molecules held together by weak -intermolecujar forces (~ydrogen bond, vander 

waals' forces etc.) and the electronic transitions of composite. moiecules 

(polyenes, parapolyphenyles and others) considered as_ res~lting. from the. 

interaction· of -e~cited uriit ·chromophores. -In the·_ weakly· c~upled ·composite · 

systems for ·.which the moi.ecuhir exCiton ·- ~odel-- · offers a satisfactory 

approximation for -the .treatment. .of excited states, ·intertn~lecul~ (or 

interchromophore) electron overlap and electron exchange· ru;e negligible. In 

such systems the optical electrons associated with· individual· component' 

molecules· (or chromophoric units) are _ cor:tsiqered localized,_ and-. the molecular 

units (or chromophoric ·units). preserve their individual characteristics in~ the 

composite. (aggregate) system, .with . relatively slight perturbatio11. The 

mathematical formalism then takes the form of a state interaction theory, with 

the omission of- -details--of -atomic . orbital composition usual in molecular 
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electronic theories. The electroni,; states -ofthe ~ggr(!gate are fu.en expressed in 
. . . . . : - . . 

terms. of the electronic states ofthi~ component light'absor&lng units-. 
" .. ' ' . . 

Thus, the spectral properties of a molecular-aggregate- are related to-the 

spectral properties of the component molecules by theoretical expressions 

involving .observable experimental par(:lmeter~: intermolecular distance, mutual 

intennolecular ori~ntation -a~d geometry, and intensity (oscillator str~ngth) of 

.light . absorption • by component mole~ules. Aitho~gh the :~pectr~l-- .effects· of . 
' ~ • • - ' J • • 

aggreg(ltion are small enough to -satisfy -the . use . of a quarit~rri- mec~anicai 

perturbation method, nevertheless these effects are extremely characteristics and 

may be understood on the basis of the quantum mechanical resonance of excited 

states. Thus, blue shifts, red shifts, or spectral. splitting may be observed~ 

depending on the geometry· of the aggregate, accompanied by characteristics · 

changes in polarization propertit~s. Spectral absoq)tion inten~;it)' ~hanges may 

also be observed for the. aggregate,' and lumin~~~~~~~ ~;~p~rtie~·niaybe.affected: 
. . '. -· ' 

profoundly compared with those for the component mole~ules. 
. . 

The exciton concept was introduced by Frenkel in 1931 in· connection 

with the theory of transformation of electromagJ;J.etic_ radiation into heat .in argon 

, crystal .. In 1948,. Davydov-applied th~ molecular e~citon, .model to the proble~ 
of electrohi~ ~tates of naphthalene crystals.· ·since then, a h~st ofr~s~arches· have 

. . '· ·-· . . 

appeared exploring all aspects of the model. Davydov's ''Theory of Molecular 

Excitons" 71 summerizes his_· results,_ and contains bibliographies of the research. 

literature in this field. Simpson explores underlying-elements of the model under . 

. the . title . "Independent ·Systems Approach"· in his "Theories· of El~ctrons ih · 

Molecules"72• McClure's review73 . ·on. the·· inte$etation of the ·-'Spec~-· o-f· 

molecul~r 'c:;cystals on the ba~is of exciton tlleocyJS .. a ~ta11dardrefereiice. Kasha, 

on the other hand, emphasized in applications of the molecuh_tr exciton model to. 
. . 

non crystalline molecular aggregate . systems. In . a first· paper, the distinction . . . 

between atomic excitons and mol~cular excitons was stressed; together with the 

. ' 
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non conductive nature of exciton bands74
. In a second paper, diverse spectral 

effects_ for various coupling strengths were described, th~ quasi-classical 

electrostatic vector. model was developed 'as. an aid _ in understandjn~ 

exciton band formation and various mechanisms of excitation migraiion 

were elaborated on 75
• 

Molecular Exciton Wa¥e Functions: 

The starting point of the molecular exciton . model tre~tment will be 

singlet electronic energy states .and tht?ir corresponding electronic_ state wave 

functions for. a component molecule of the . aggregate. lt is . assumed that the 

electronic signlet state energies E0 , E~. E2 : •••• and wave functions \j/0 , \111. 

-~2 .....• ar~ known, satisfying the individual molecule Schrodinger equation·: 

( l)' 

In general, each problem will involve only a pair of states and wave functions, so 

these may be designated as -G ·and E for ground. and excited singlet st11te energy, 

and \Jfu and \Jfu t · f~r corresponding state wave functions for_ molecule u. It is a 

very great abstraction to represent an entire mok~cuk~ iii an electronic state by \jlu 

or \jlu t .'But these are the-starting ·states for the -model. . 

·Molecular dimers: 

The ground state wave fhnction for a molecular dimer. consisting of two 

identical molecules will be (Fig.2). 

(2) 

where, \lfu and \!lv are . wave functions associated with molecule u and v 

respectively. This is the unique ground stat~ wave (unctio11- of the · dim'er; it is 

totally symmetric with respect to all symmetry operations_ of the dim~r. 
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·.Fig. 2 : Struclun.: and Go-m:dinatcor para Bel or card-pack dinwr 

· The first excited-state of the dimer can be described equally well by two possible 

W<IVC !'unctions, 

. - . 1' 
<J> I - \11 II \jl \' .and 

These are degenerate and do not describe stationary states of the system. The 

correct zeroth order wave functions are, 

~!'1 = thJz (<l>, + <J>2 )= ll:./2 (\IIi. \II/·+ \IJ./ \llv) 

.\-1'11. =·ll~2 (<1>,-. <l>2 ') ~ 1/1/2 (~l'u \IJv'~" - \l'•it \llv) 
(3) 

inter~hange of molecular levels. u,v indicates that the first function is totally 

.. symmeti·i~ and . the second· is · aritisymmetrie. In bo.th or the stationary. exciton 
. .. . ' . 

states 1.111• 1.11 11 the excitation is on both molecules, u and v, i.e., the excitation is 

·collective or delocalized. The node corresponding to minus s~gn in the exciton 
. . . 

wave function is an excitation node not an.electron orbital node. At an excitation 

. node the phase relation between transition moments on the respective molecular 

t,:cntrcs changes sign. 
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The Intermolecular perturbation Potential 

The energy states arid wave functions of molecular aggregate are 

determined by adding to the total Hamiltonian for the collection of unperturbed 

molecuies a term Lt k<l vkl where Vkt is the-intermolecular interaction operator 
. ' . . . . ,. . . . 

acting between molecules. k and {, and tJw summation is c_arried ·over .a.Ilpairs of 

molecules .. This is essen!ially .~ intermolecular-· ... coulombic potential. term, . 
~iving the· interactions between charged particles (electron and nuclei) on the 

two molecules .. However, the USr~ of an exact couloinbic potential~ v coul, would 

involve 1/rkt as· an operator (rk1 _is -the kl intermolecular 4istance ), which would 
. . 

make . simplification of the int<~ractiop integrals .. ~impossible. Accordingly, a 

point-multipole ·expansion can -bre used·: 

. v coul = v mono-mono + v monc-di -f vdi-di + ..... . (4) 

For neutral total charge distrib~tion the-monopole interactions are zero. 

··For allowed electric-dipole transitio_tis·, the· dipole.:.dipole p~tential ten;11 ~~comes 
the -leading one and higher multipoles irreneglected: Thus, for strong:absorption 

bands, cm-1-esponding to allowed electric dipole transitions 

V V. _. 2 ; 3 " (2 i j i j I j ) coul - dipole-dipole- -e r kl ~ . Zk Zt - Xk Xt- Yk Yl- (5) 
IJ 

where .. in the classical qipole-dipole poteritial·rk1,. is· the :distanc~ between· the 

point dipoles in molecules k and l, ~d Xk i is the_x -~ootdinate of the ith electron· 

on molecule k, x1j is the x; coordinate of the jth electr~m on.111olecule 1, and so 

forth,. the -coordinate system ~eing chosen with the ~ axis parallel to the · -line of 

molecu1ar cen.tres, and the summation is ov~r · a.ll: electrons 'iri each molecule. 

Thus, an · approximation may be introduced, which allows the. physicaf 
. ,. . . 

interpretation _that the exCited ·state resonance ·_splitting comes about from the 

electrostatic interaction of transition electric dipoles on neighbouring or nearly 
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neighbouring molecules (the interaction falling off as the inverse cube of the 

intermolecule distance). Moreover, in most cases electron displacement along 

only one coordinate is effected by light wave causing the excitation at a 

particular frequency, so that in general only one tenn in the dipole-dipole 

interaction may remain, e.g., for the upper state of an x-polari~ed transition in a 

dimer consisting of two molecule~ u and v, whose transition_moments are both 

parallel to the x-axis, the perturbation potential reduces to 

(6) 

Exciton Splitting in a simple Dimer: 

The application of the quantum mechanical molecular exciton formalisni 

to the problem of spectral properties ofvander Waals' dye aggregates was made 

by Simpson et al. for the case of pyridocyanine ·parallel or card-pack dimers76
• 

The application to dimers of diverse geometries, especially for hydrogen bonded 

molecular pairs77.78 was made by EL-Bayoumi and kasha. The application to 

benzoic acid dimers was made by Nagakura and ~o-workers79 . Considering the 

parallel carp-pack dimer of Fig. I to understand the spectral propetties of such a 

molecular dimer, we must evaluate the excited state interaction energy to 

measure the exciton splitting, and the transition moment in order to determine 

the selection rules. 

The Exciton Band Width 

In evaluating the excited state interaction energy we shall examine merely 

the exciton splitting for simplici1y.The energy of interaction·wm·-be given by the 

expectation value of the interaction ·potential with respect to the ·degenerate 

excited states ofthe dimer. 

(7) 
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Where V uv is the intermofecular interactjon operator· acting . _between 

. molecules u. and ·v~ I~serti~g--ti~·· for~ of Yuv- .appropriate .to an ?(~polarized 

electric-dipo_le transition inmole:cules·u and v (cf: Fig. 2).· · 

e2 .... ·- ·--· -· 

c = --f f ll'u ~Jv t (2: Xui x)). ll'u t l!Jv dtu dtv 
3 . •• 

r uv IJ 
(8) 

where Xui. is the X co-ordinate of the ith electron Oll· molecule .· U. and xJ is the X 

co-ordinate of the jth electron on the molecule v: Because. of the form of V u~' 

this equation may be factored to yield .. 

c= IJ 'Vu ( ~ exu i ) ll'u t dtul [J ll'v t (. i= ex) ) ll'v dtv ] 
3 

r uv 
(9) 

where ruv is the distance betwe~en the point qipoles in mol~cl,lles u and v. We 
' . 

recognize immediately that each of the integrals i~ how pre¢isely the tr~nsitio~ 

moment integral for the. excitation of the individu-a1 (mono~er) molecules u 

and v, 

Mu = f l!Ju ( ~ exui ) ·l!J} dtu 
1 

(10) 

At this point an arbitrary feature -regarding the phase factor of the. transition 

moment enters the picture. We m.ust choose a phase relationship such that a 

lowering of energy or stabilization. of. ~he dimer excited state occurs for the 

exciton stationary state wave function \j/1 chosen to lie. lowest {cf. Fig.3) .. 
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Fig. 3 : Schematic energy level diagram showing exciton splitting in molecular 
dimers (Displacement term omitted) 

Thus, in order to make the exciton stationary state wave function '¥1 correspond 

to a lowering of energy & , we can choose the phase factors so that 

(I i i 

This phase factor is an entirely arbitrary one. If.we choose· to define Mu = + Mv, 

then the stationary state exciton function 'Pn of Fig. 3 would lie lowest for the 

parallel dimers of Fig. 2 .. The expression for the energy lowering or interaction 

energy for the parallel di~er of Fig. 2 becomes 

&=-
,.3 
.. ·uv 

(12) 

The exciton b~md width will be ;wice this value or 2&. 

Thus, we see that the energy lowering for the simple dimer case at hand (Fig. 2) 

is given by the monomer transition moment squared i.e., is proportional to tlw 

probability or intensity ofthe etectric dipole allowed transition in the monomt'r; 

divided by the inter molecular distance cubed. Thus, the stronger the absorption 

band, the greater will be the exciton band splitting. One observes also that the r

dependence makes this a comparatively long range interaction. 
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For a dimer with arbitrary mutual orientations of molecular axes with r~spect to 

an x, y, z co-ordinate frame (Fig.2) the energy of interaction is given by 

z Z X X y Sy ) 
( 2 cose u cose v - cose u cose v - cose u cos v ( 13 ) 

X 
where again Mu repres~nts the transition moment in a free·molecule, and cos8u 

. -.--- ... - ..., ' 

y z 
.cos8 u , . cos8 u represent the cosin~s of th~ angles which the transition moment 

M for molecule u makes with the x, y, z axes. 
u 

Selection Rules 

Although in the molecular dimer two exciton states theoretically result 

from the exciton splitting, both of these m'}.y not ,necessarily. be observed as 

allowed spectral transitions. In fact, which exciton stationary states may be 

reached by electric dipole transitions from the grot:md state is a strictly 

geometry-determined problem. 

Let us examine the spectral selection rules by evaluating the matrix 

elements. of the electric dipole operator between the ground state and thL~ 

stationary exciton states of the dimer. Thus, the transition moment vector of 

the dimer is given by 

M1 
= f f \f1 a ( 9vt u + 9vt v )\fli dx~-dt~ 

(14) 

Where !M u , 9vt v are the electric, dipole operators corresponding to the 

molecular electronic co-ordinates of molecules u and v. Evaluating these, and 

becaus·e of orthogonality and .normalization properties·. of ,the intramolecular 

state wave functions following values of transition moments are obtained. 
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M1 = 11.V2 (Mv + Mu) 

and (15) . 

Mil= 11-v2 (Mv- Mu) 

For the card-pack diriler we had defined as required phase relations for the wave· 

functions \.j1 1 and \.jlu , Mu = - Iv.[v. Therefore; for the parallel or card-pack 

· dimer of Fig. 2, the transition moments corresponding to the stationary exciton 

states ofFig. 3 are : 

M 1 = 11.V2 CMv- Mv) = 0 

and (16) 

M11 =11.V2 (Mv + Iv;;:v) = 2M).V2 

Thus, the transition moments fo.i' the dimer are- given-as super positions of the 

transition nioments for the individual molecules. According to . the above 

equation the oscillator strength (f) for electric dipole transitions between singlet 

states ofthe dimer ti'u and l!'1 is zero. For the transition to singlet state lJ'll since 

f oc (M
11

) 
2 

== 2M} or fi1, ctimer = 2fmonomer 

an allowed transition with no change of intensity per·monomer is predicted. 

3-.1.3. Spectral Properties of Dimers in terms of Exciton theory-: 

Three characteristics of vander Waals' dye molecule parallel dimers have 

been recognized in the literature. These are (a) The adsorption spectrum 

characteristically blue shifts by 2000-4000cm_1
.. ln. -these· dimers, (b) the 

prominent fluorescence of the monomer is invariably quenched, and (c) the 

relatively inefficient phosphorescence of the monomer becomes the predominant 

luminescence in the diiner. Simpson et al.76 and McRae and Kasha3 have 

interpreted these properties in dye molecule dimers and polymers on the basis 

of the molecular exciton splitting and selection rules in the dimer. In the 
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monomer,_absorption to the low·est singlet excited state is strongly allowed, and 

the very rapid fluorescence emission competes with excitation::cof the. lowest 

molecular triplet state. In the dimer, the allowed exCiton state-is: at signiFicantly-
. . . . 

higher energy than the singlet excited state of the monmp.er: a blue shift is thus 

accounted for in case of the card-pack, or parallel dimer. However, collisions 
. ' 

rapidly deactivate the excited dimer to its lower singlet exciton stationary state. 

But this state· is a metastable signlet state with an improbable fluorescence 

capacity. Further deactivation of the dimer to the triplet state becmnes the most 

probable path for the excitation. Thus the fluorescence is quenched, .and a very 

strong triplet state to ground slnglet state emission is obst;(rved; · R.e:ference 3; 

contains a general bibliography of the various experimental ·observations on 

spectral consequences of dye dimerization. The parallel or card-pack structure 
-

probably fits quite well to vander Waals' dimers consisting of large-planar dye 

molecules. However, numerous other dimer structures :~are:._possible, ·and the 

exciton model permits a qualitative and semi-quantitative discussi0n of such· 
. . 

dimers.as well. These have been described in.references 75, 77 .. 79. Iri particular, 

for head-to-tail orientation of transition moments in the dimer, a strong red shift 

is predicted, with the upper exciton component forbidden-in-the dimer; whereas, 

in the oblique dimer, with mutual angle between molecular transition moments 

between 0 and n, both exciton components are observed with a-spectral splitting 

as the characteristic result. Thes·~ general dimer results· may be gleaned from the 

linear polymer exciton model treated by McRae· and Ka~ha3 ~ Rohatgi and 

Mukhopadhyal0 studied the d.imer speGtra of fluorescein and some of its 

halogen derivatives in aqueous solution. From the splitting observed in the 

spectra, the ·inclination of the component molectiles::-in-adimer..has_heen:obtained 

on application _of the theory of exciton interaction. The distanC.ec:K-·between-the 

two component molecules in the dimer was also . calculated ·for . variouS 

geometries . .In a more recent series of publication Arheloa 61
•
81 stUdied molecular 

structures of the dimeric and trimeric states of fluorescein diailion. The 
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absorption spectra of the dimer and trimer of the dye molecule in aqueo~ 

solution were evaluated. Ihe geometric structures of both ,aggregates weFe 

determined using the exciton , theory. The nafure <;>f the association for-ees was 

also studied. Evidence was pre~ented for the formation of eosin Y dimer a$ the 

highest aggregates of complexes between eosin~y··-arid poly-L-lysin, poly (1-

xylyl viologen) or cetyl-pyridium 82
. The absorption spectra of these complexes 

have been obtained free from contamination by eosin Y monomer spectrum and 

was . fitted with Gaussian band model, using ·a non-linear least square fitting 

computer program. Using such models, exciton theory had .been employed to 
. . 

calculate parameters such as . orientation and molecuiar separation of the 

components of the Eosin Y dimer . Where appropriate, these parameters have 

been compared with the dimensions of the repeating unit and the possible 

conformations of the polymer 8:!. Basu et al. 83 studied concentration effects on 

the absorption- and emission properties ofNi(II) and Zn(II}:.tetrafp-venyl-phenyl) 

porphyrins in benzene solutions. Whereas exciton splitting of the soret band was 

observed for the Ni(II) complexe, only a hypochromic effect is observed. for the 

Zn(II) complex. The exciton parameters were. caJcuiated for Ni complexes. 

Recently, Arbeloa et al. also studied the excitonic_interaction and the nature of. 

bonding in· the aggregation of Phenosafranine from concentration dependent 

spectral changes62
. 

By applying simple exciton theory in zero order an attempt has also been 

made to study the geometric stmcture of the trimer, as has been accomplished 

for xanthene aggregates61
"
62

. Molecular model showed that the angle 8 between 

the chromophore groups of the monomers is due to the steriC effect between the 

phenyl groups. Neuman et al. ·put forward evidences· oLthe formation of mixed 

dimers of basic dyes, which shows spectroscopic properties in accor:danGe wrt.b 

exciton theory63
. The bands of these dimers can be found ·at wave lengths--shorter · 

and longer than those of the forming dyes, witb high_~r Jllld lower excited states, 

respectively. These bands correspond to the transitions of both the in-phase (high 
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energy) and out-of-phase (low energy) transition moment geometries, none of 

which are prohibited. 

In· a recent publication Horng and Quitevis .observed that expanding the 

scope of analysis to include· dye aggregation and excitori theory enharices the 
~ p • ' 

pedagogical value of studying the visible absorption spectra of conjugated dyes 

in the physical chemistry cuniculum84
• As has been already mentioned, the 

exciton theory of_dipole-dipole coupling can be used to·n~late -the-distanc~::and 

relative orientation of monomt:ric dye 1nolecules. :cyanine_· and ·Merocyanine 

dyes are known to form aggregates in con~entrated, aqueou~ solution eXhibiting 

a strong spectral shift of absorption band toward--longer wave lengths with 

respect to the monomer absorption. These assemblies- have been named J

aggregates. In other cases the absorption band is shifted upon aggregation 
. . . 

. toward smaller wavelength and the corresponding assemblies, nave been termed 

H-aggregates 85 Practically, the J-aggregates has S~f\"ed as.:an important spectral 
. . . . . . . . ' 

sensitizer in silver halide photographic material as the electronic~lly excited }

aggregates cart effectively inj(:Ct photo-electron into the conduction band of 

silverhalide and its sharp absorption band allows easier control over the spectral 

sensitivity of the photo imaging system. 86 
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3.2 Experimental 

Four Oxazine dyes selected for the present study are Brilliant Cresyl Blue 

(BCB), Cresyl Violet Acetate (CVA), Cresyl Fast Violet (CFV) and Nile Blue 

A (NBA). The dyes were supplied by Aldrich Chemical Co. (USA). Except 

CV A, which was an acetate salt, all other dyes were supplied as chloride salts. 

Conversion of CV A to the corresponding chloride salt by ion exchange 

chromatography (using Amberlite. IRA 400) did not · shqw any ·change of 

spectral pattern. On the other hand, acetate salt is more stable than_any other salt 

uf the dye and therefore, crystal violet was used as an acetate salt. It may be 

mentioned, however, that throughout the study on molecular interaction, 0.01 M 

KCl was used to maintain ionic strength. The dyes were recrystallised twice in 

50/50 water-ethanol system and dried at 50°C --undei-· ·vacuum_ before use. All 

other chemicals were of analytieal grade- from Aldrich or B.D.H. and used as 

received. Various analyses (spectral an4 analytical) showed that final purities of 

the qyes were good. 
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' . M::/"NJQ(H3 . . 0 
. +/ # / 

H-C -N 0 H2 
) 2 . I . 

C2Hs 
Br:illian Cresyl Blue(BCB) 

Cresyl Violet (CV A) 

. . N 

. +J):/ 
H3C-N 0 

. . I . 
CH3 

Cresyl Fast V~olet (CFV) 

.~N, 

+~0/ 
HsC2-J . 

. C2Hs 

Nile Blue A(NBA) 

Preparation .of .the stock solutio·n ofthe dyes 

Stock solutions were prepared by accurately weighing vacuum dried 

samples of dyes and 'dissolving them in double distilled water up to a definite 

volume. The concentration of these solutions, stored in polypropylene bottle, 

was of the orde~ of 1 0~3M: 
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Spectrophotometric Measurements 

The absorption spectra of the dye· solutions in aqueous media in the 

presence of 0.01 M KCI solution were recorded by using Shimadzu (Japan) 

double beam uv-viz Spectrophotometer (rriodel -uV-240) coupled with 

thermostatic arrangement (mod·el TB-85). The spectra were taken at dye 

concentrations ranging from 5 X 1o-6M to 8 X 1o-4M in the temperature range 

from 20°C to 60°C at 1 0°C intervals. The spectra of concentrated solutions (8 x 

1 o-s M and above) were recorded with a cell having 1 1mn optical path length 

and for dilute solutions a cell of 1 em path length was used. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Studies on monomer-dimer equilibria of dyes: .E.£fcee:t-ofTemp:erature 

Some of the representative visible absorption spectra . of organic dyes 

under investigation .at different temperatures ancJ. concentrations in aqueo~ 

media are shown in figs. (4.,22). As expected, the spectra show considerable 

changes with the variation of concentrat~ons due- to the formation of aggre-

64 91 -93 S. 'I I I . . d d . I d . . gates · ·. 11111 ar y, t1e vanat!on pro uce m tle spectrum ue to an mcrease 

in temperature at a particular concentration is due to dissociation of the 

aggregates 51 

There have been a number of methods for analyzing spectral data for 

monomer-dimer equilibria of dyes in solution as has already been mentioned. A 

most common way to obtain the dimcr spectrum is one which involves fitting of 

equilibrimn- constant at a single wave length. 62 The extinction coefficients of 

solutions in such cases are determined by a method of successive approximation 

to fit the ratio of absorption at the short and long wave length maxima. E,Tenerally 

a long extrapolation to a small intercept is invol.ve~Lip the process. To avoid 

these problems present method is preferred over the other methods and we fit the 
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data over the entire absorption band and thereby have a larger stati~tical sample 

over which to average experimer.tal deviations. 57 

Analysis of Data 

For monomer (M)- dimmer (D) equilibrium . 

D M+M 

We may define the dimer dissociation constant as 
c 2 

m 
K-

cd 
Where Cm and Cd are the ·molar· concentrations of the monomer and the dimer 

respectively. 

Neglecting higher aggregates the total molar concentration of dye computed as 
.. 

monomer IS 

If X is the 1nole fraction o_f dye present as monomer in the solution 

then X = Cn/C 

and it follows that 

K = '16\' \ J 

1-X 

If A is the optical density of the solution at a total dye concentration Cj and lis 

the path length, we may define an effective.. molar .extinction coefficient . 

Assuming that Beer's law to hold for each component of the dye solution where . 

the aggregatuion is mainly dimer, one may write, 

E (A, Cj) = E111(A)X + Et~ (A). (1-X) /2 ( 17). 
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where E (A., C;) represents the effective solution extinction coefficient for a 

solution of total concentration Cj, at wave length A.; Em(A)' and Ed(A.) are the 

;:x'tinction coefficients at this wave length for the monomer and the dimer 
. . 

respectiv.:ely ; X being the mole fraction of the monomer. The dimer dissociation 

~onstant, K (= 2CX2/l-X ) at different te~peratures are deternrined::-with ·the 

help of an iterative program which follow the equation 17. The best value of K, 

the monomer (Em(A.) ; X = 1) and the dimer spectra (Ed (A.) ; X = 0) are 

computed under the condition that sum of the squares of the residuals of points 

of different straight lines (E vs. X plots, equation. 17) at various k's under a 

multiple data set (A., C.i) is minimum. 

The 'visible absorption spectra at .different temperatures of BCB at 

different c·oncehtrations (6 X 10~5 M to 1 X w·3M) in 0.01 .M aqueou~ KCI 

solution are shown in figure ( 4-10). For a particuhtr concentration of BCB, we 
get different spectra at different temperatures, all of which are passing through 

an isobestic point. Dissociation constant (K) values of BCB at temperatures 

20°C J()°C, 40°C, 50°C and 60°C are found to be 5.0 x 10-4
, 6.3-0 x 10-4, 8.20 x 

I o--l, 1.05 x I o·-' and 1.30 x I0-3 mol/lit. respectively. The monomer and dimer 

spectra of BCB at different temperatures are shown in the fig. 24,33 . 

. From the different Kd (dimerisation coristarif; K- 1
) values of BCB at 

different te~uperatures (table 1) from 20°C to 60°C at 10°C interv&l, ~G0, Mf0
, . 

. . 

L\.S0 values are obtained ( table 5). Other Oxazine dyes· vii- CVA, CFV, NBA 

also show similar aggregation· behaviour. Representative visible absorption 

spectra of these. dyes are shown in figs. (11-22). Monomer and the dimer spectra 

of these dyes are shown in figun:s (25-27,33-36). From the different values ofKd 

(Table 2-4) .at different temperatures from 20°C to 60°C L\.G0
, Mf0 and L\.S 0 

values of dimerisation of CV A, CFV, and NBA are obtained. The 

thennod¥Jlamic panuneters · are shown in Table-5 and discussed uncler separ.ate 

head. Ali the dimer spectra are composed of two bands of monomer-with their 
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maxima at greater and sma.ller eriergy tpal) .the.. monomer maximum 

respectively' 1
• Some of the characteristics·ofdimer-spectra are listed ~n table-8. 

The dimerisation constant value decreases with the increase in temperature. This 

clearly indicates that the dissociation of aggregates is favoured with the rise of 

temperature,. At a particular temperature and in aqueous medium the 

dimerisation constant increases with tnethyl and ethyl su:bstit~tion in the dye . 

molecule. At 20°C in _aqueous medium, the Kd. values are 2xJ03
, 2.5x103

, 

2.857x103
, 5xl03 lit/mol. For BCB, CVA, CFV ~nd NBA respectively. These 

values indicate that the increased hydrophobicity in the dye molecule increases 

dimerization tendency due to increased hydrophobic interaction,. which in turn 

·minimizt:: the contact area of the dyes with water. It is evident that the strength 

of aggregation largely depends on the structure of the dye molecule, and the 

temperature. 

Study of Thermodynamics: 

In order· to know the nature of bonding between. the monomers in the 

dimer, some il'nportant thermodynamic functions of dimerization process have 
• • ' I 

been determined. Using Van't Hoff equation the enthalpy of diinerization Llll0 is 

calculated (fig. 23). The changes in the standardfree energy and entropy due tQ 

dimerization are also evaluated froin the following equations, 

~Go = - R T in Kd and 

respectively. 

The calculated values of the ·functions are given in -table 5. In the 

calculations it is assumed that ~.Go values are linear between 20°C and 60°C 

temp~rature range. ~Go and ~Ho values for all four Oxazine dyes are negative 

and do not differ very much upon methyl and ethyl substitution. On the other 

hand, ~So values which ·are also negative, changes with the methyl and eth~l 

substitution. The later observation supports the view that the aggregated dyes are 
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more ordered than free monomer dyes and this is more pronounced as more anq 

more bulky alkyl groups are substituted in the dye molecule. In general, the high 

· values of AH0 and ~So can be attributed to the important role of hydrogen 

bonding in aggregate formation alongwith hydrophobic and n - n interactions. 
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Table -1: Values of Dimerizatioan constant (Kd) and Monomer fraction (X) 
9f Rrillian:t_cresyl blue in water at different temperatures and 
.:oncentrations. · 

Conc.x IO"M X Tem·p. ~ x 10-3 (lit/mol) 

0.8 0.7968 
0.9 0.7806 
1.0 0.7656 20°C 2.000 
2.0 0.6559 
3.0 0.5868 
4.0 0.5376 
6.0 0.4699 
8.0 0.4242 

0.8 0.8265 
0.9 0.8117 
l.O 0.7979 
2.0 0.6898 
3.0 0.6208 30°C 1.606 
4.0 0.5726 
6.0 0.5060 
8.0 0.4608 

0.8 0.8567 ·- -- ... 

0.9 0.8448 
1.0 0.8341 
2.0 0.7240. 
3.0 0.6568 40°C 1.239 
4.0 0.6222 
6.0 0.5528 
8.0 0.5088 
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---.i Conc.x'104M X Temp. Kd x 10-3 (lit/mol) 
_,___ ... .....,~ .. 

0.8 0 .. 8816 
0.9 0.8702 
1.0 .0.8593 
2.0 0.7726 
3.0 0.7110 50°C 0.953 
4.0 0.6640 
6.0 0.5952 
8.0 0.5459 

0.8 0.9003 
0.9 0.8911 
1.0 . 0.8808 

-~- . 2.0 0.7947 '· #' 

3.0 0.7382 60°C. 0.779 
4.0 0.6992 
6.0 0.6302 
8.0 0.5825 
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·~··. 
;:<.. ---/~ .;,7- Cone. x 104M X Temp. Kdxl0-3 (lit/mol) 

0.5 0.9083 
0.6 0.8925 
0.8 0.8665 
1.0 0.8423 
3.0 0.6861 50°C ···- .. -·· 

'1.111 
4.0 0.6381 
5.0 0.6000 
6.0 0.5687 
7.0 0.5424 
8.0 0.5197' 

0.5 0.9282 
~.· 0.6 . 0~9164 

0.8 0.8941 
. 1.0 0.8730 
3.0 0.7320 60°C 0.833 
4.0 0.6861 
5.0 0.6487 
6.0 0.6180 
7~0 0.5914 
8.0 0.5687 ... ... 

··- . -·· ---- ... 
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'+~ 
4. 

Cone. x 10M X Temp. :K.Jxl0-3 (lit/mol) 

0.5 0.8875 
0.6 0.8702 
0.8 0.8391 
1.0 0.8117 
2.0 0.7111 
3.0 0.6442. 50°C 1.429 
4.0 0.5951 

.. 5.0 0.5569 .• . . ' 6.0 0.5259 

.-·~ 
8.0 0.4779 

0.5 0.9160 ... - -. ·--- -· ·• 
0.6 0.8983 
0.8 0.8675 
1.0 0.8410 
2.0. 0.7435. 
3.0 0.6780 60°C 1.1295 
4.0 0.6292' 
5.0 0.5908 
6.0 0.5594 
8.0 0.5105 
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Table-4 :Values of Dimerizatioill constant (~)-and MOJIDmer~fraction (X)-of· 
Nile blue A in water at different temperatures and concentrations. 

,, 

Cone. x 104M X Temp. _ Kdx10c3 (lit/mol) 

0.1 0.9160 
0.4 0.7655 
0.6 0.7030 
1.0 0.6180 
2.0 -0;5000 

--~ 2.4 0.4700 20°C 5.002 
. ,? . 

2.6 0.4570 
2.8 "0.4450 
3.0 0.4343 
4.0 . 0.3903 

0.1 0.9300 
0.4 0.7970 
0.6 0.7380 
1.0 0.6580 
2.0 0.5380 

- 2.4 0.5070 30°C 4.004 
~ 

.. 

2.6 0.4935 
2.8 0.4810 

~~- 3.0 0.4700 .. 
4.0 0.4242 
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;---k._ 
, --. r >::,.-
-..-:- ..._ 

Cone. x i;04M X Temp. ~xto-3 (lit/mol) 

0.1 0.9409 
0.4 0~8200 

0.6 0.7656 
1.0 0.6860 
2.0 0.5687 
2.4 0.5375 40°C 3.302 
2.6 0.5240 
2.8 0.5115 
3.0 0.5000 
4.0 0.4530 

. ~· -:. ~- .. 
' 

.OJ 0.9545 
0.4 0.8541 
0.6 0.8054 

.. 
0 

1.0 0.7320 
2.0 0.6180 
2.4 0.5868 50°C 2.50-1 
2.6 0.5730 
2.8 0.5600 
3.0 0.5486 
4.0 0.5000 

0.1 0.9629 

'"~ 
0.4 0.87695 

-::!.' 0.6 0.8333 
1.0 0.7656 
2.0 0.6559 
2.4 0.6250 60°C 2.000 
2.6 0;6113 
2.8 0.5986 
3.0 0.5868 . 
4.0 0.5376 

~ 

·~ 
\ 
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in water. 
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Table - 5 : Values of thermodynamic funCtions of the dyes in aqueous media 
at different temperatures. 

Dye Temp. KcJ· X 10-J -AG0(kJM-1
) -AH0 -AS0 

( lit./mol.) (kJM-1) (JM-tK-1) 

20°C 2.000 18._51 

BCB ·30°C 1.606 18.57 

40°C 1.239 18.49 21.62 10.05 

50°C . 0.953 18.42 

60°C 0.779 18.38 

20°C 2.507 19.06 

30°C 2.000·. 19.05 

CVA 40°C 1.429 18.90 23.75 15.48 

50°C 1.111 18.83 

60°C 0"833. .18.62 

20°C 2.857 19.38 

30°C . 2.229 19.41 

CFV 40°C 1.818 19.53' 21;62 6;84-

50°C 1.429 19.50 

60°C 1.1295 1957. 

20°C 5.002 20.75 

30°C . 4.004 20.89 23.za 7.43 

NBA 40°C 3.302 21.11 . 

50°C. 2.501 21.01 

60°C 2.001 21.04 
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3.3.2 Analysis of Monomer Spectra in terms of Vibronic Exciton Model : 
Effect of temperature 

The monomer spectra of four Oxazine dyes at different temperatures as 

resolved fron1-deconvolution calculations ·are shown in figU:res 24-27. Various 

characteristics of the spectra are listed in Table - 6. Monomers which are 

present in equilibrium with dimers in aqueous medium have· shown some 

· striking temperature dependent features. Firstly, the absorptivity values 
. . 

increases . with tempera~re ( osdllator strengths are gi¥en in taele ro) .and 

secondly, "-max changes with temperature ... Such a thermochromic behaviour for 
. . 

other clas.ses ~f orgartic·dyes was observed by previous -workers21
•
22

• However, 

intensity of spectra in those case:i changed with temperature in the reverse order. 

No satisfactory explanation could be put forward for the observed temperature 

dependence of the monomer spectra at that time vis-a-vis the fact that "hot" 

vibrational . bands are, in general, very. weak. Some of the autho~s . opined that 

the. intensity shift in the monomer was perhaps a result of intensity borrowing 

from other absorption bands; while the others referred to the observation as 

"puzzling". In fact, temperature induced changes in the features _of absorption 

spectra of a monomer is highly ·unlikely because .. even in case of a simple 

diatomic inolec.ule an increase in tempe~ature frmn 20 to 60°C leads to ~ 

increase. in population of the first vibrational excited level ofthe lQwer electronic 

state from ~ 1% to ~ 1.3% only. This meager increase in the population of the 

upper vibrational state may not result in any · visiple change in the spectral 

feature. With a view to understand this se·emingly puzzling result, all the 

monomer spectra were analysed in further detail in terms of their vibronic bands. 

In this analysis, it is assumed that the force constant of the..-ground ancLexcited 

states are same and the vibronk transition can be described satisfactorily by a · 

Gaussian band shape. The simplest physical model in dealing.with a· vibronic 

progression is ·that of a qisplaced hannonic oscillator with Gaussian bands of· 
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constant band width requiring five adjustable parameters. Background of the 

method of such an analysis is given below.87 

Ta-ble - 6. : .Some of. the charaderistics of monomer spectra of the ox·azine · 
dyes in ~que01,1S media at different _tefu.iieratu·res. . 

Dye 

BCB 

CVA 

CFV 

NBA 

I Temperature (°C) J 
20 
30 
40 
50 

. 60 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

-20 
30 

. 40 
50 
60 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

Amax (nm) 
610 
615 
620 
624. 
630 

580 
. 582 
584 
586 
588 

560 
.575 
580 
585 
588 ... 

633 
633 
633 
633 
633 

EX 10-4 

1.80 
1.84 
1.94 
2.08. 
2.14 

2.60 
2.68 
2.74 

.2.80 
. 2.90 

2.25 
2.40 
2.55 
2.70 
2.85 . 

8.50 
8.80 
9.00 
9.25 
9.50 

Molecules of ·many atoms posses a number of vibrational modes and 

their electronic transition may be accompanied· by simultaneous changes in the 

vibrational quanta of various fhndamentals. However, of the large number of 

possible "vibronic bands" only a few will occur with large probability, in 

general. Application of Born-Openheimer approximation and symmetry 

considerations show that an allowed electro~ic transition is donll:nated by totally 

symmetric vibrational progressions. For aromatic molecules the· dominent 
. ··- -·-·. -~-- ·~-

totally symmetric vibration is the ring "breathing". Moreover, since· vibrational 

spacings ate of the order of 1000 cm-1
, the -number of vibrationally excited 
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molecules at room temperature :is negligibly small. It follows that an allowed 

electronic transition of large planner (aromatic) molecule in solution may be 

taken to consist of a single progression in absorption spectrum. 

In the present investigation, the spectra of the four Oxazine dye 

monomers have been analysed in terms of their vibronic bands bg adopting the 

following assumption. .:.._ 

(i). Only one fundamental vibrational mode need to be considered. 

(ii) The difference in the force constants of tl)e ground state and 

excited state oscillators may be disregarded;. 

(iii) The harmonic approximation applies; 

(iv) The vibronic transition may be described satisfactorily by a 

Gaussion band.shape; 

The assumption lead to single formu~ae ·for·-~· analysing the absorption 

spectra of the monomers. The simplest physical model as described, to apply in 

dealing a vibronic progression i:; that of a . displaced harmonic oscillator with 

Gaussian bands of constant band width requiring just five adjustable parameters 

in accordance with the formulae . 

Ill 

where , 100 is. the intensity, Yeo is the position of the (0,0) band, bg is the 
0 

Gaussion band width, X is the ratio of (1,0) to (0,0) band-intensities and v, the 

separation between the bands. 

In general intensity distribution within an electronic band is represented 

well by Gaussion model. It is described accordirigly~--each vibronic band, (m,o) 

by the formula. 

* X in this equation is different from the monomer fraction X. 
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Where 1111( v) is the band intensity at wave number v, 
Ami is the peak height, Am2 is the position of the band centre, and 

Am =ln2/b 2 
3 ' g 

with 2bg as the width of the band at half maximal intensity. The band width 
. . 

may be taken to be c()nstant within a progression, so that one writes Am3 = A3 

It is also assumed that the ground and excited states are adequately described as 

displaced harmonic oscillators with the same force constant which lias the 

following consequences : 

i) the band centres are separated by a constant distance V, so that 

Aln2 = Ao2 + mV 

ii) the intensity of the band obey a modified poisson distribution. 

In particular, in the case of Gaussian bands the integrated intensities 

are proportional to_ the peak hei,ght Ami and these are -related---to··one-·another . 

through a parameter X which, in turn, is ~a measure of th~displaeement-of-the-· 

normal co-ordinate ofvibration(s) 

Xm Am2 
~nl= ~1--

m! AOJ 
(19) 

The complete progression may thus be defined m terms of .five molecular 

parameters x, v, Aoh Ao2 and A3 as follows 

rev)= I: 
m 

mV 
Ao 1 ( 1 + -. ) exp { - A? ( v - Ao2 - m V)2 

} 
m! Ao2 

(20) 
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Replacing the symbols of the above parameters by more common symbols and 

after minor rearrangement. the equation 20 takes the form of equation 18, as is 

already described. 

Figs 28-31 reproduces the experimental monomer spectra and the fitted 

monomer spectra of four Oxazine dyes (Representative figures are shown at 

30°C only). ·The spectra wer,e fitted to the above 5 - parameter Gaussian 

equation. This have been done on a computer by means .of a general non-linear 

curve"'fittirig program, KINFIT (updated)88 p.roperfy -adopted in the present 

system. SatisfaCtory results wen~ obtained by trancating the summation after six 

bands. Results· of fitting indicates that the present physicar model describing a · 
' • . ' ' • ' • • I . . . 

. . . . 

vibronic progression. of a displaced harmonic oscillator with Gaussian .bands of 

constant band width is well applicable in the presen:t systems under 

investigation. The parameter X which is the ratio of the ( 1, 0) to (0, 0) band 

intensities is related to the equilibrium nuclear conformation in the two 

electronic states. It is thus related to the displacement of the normal coordinate 

of vibration R, through the fommla X= (27t2c1VJ.L) R2 where J.L is the reduced 

mass of the o·scillator, c1 is the velocity of light and .R Is the displacement of · 

normal coordinate of vibration., i.e. change in bond lengths l>etween the atems 

of the aromatic ring system. 

Values of all five parameters as a function of temperature are listed iri 

Table 7. 
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Table-7: Monomer parameters for the four oxazine dyes with standard deviation 

Dye Temperature loo Yo0 (cm"1
) v(cm-1) X bg(cm-1

) 
-

20°C 16682.3±337 16233.7±45.0 1608.42±75.6 0.358252±0.0417 2026.40±56.5 

30°C 17351.7±251 16132.2±35.3 1580.47±53.3 0.396487±0.0323 1898.00±47.0 

BCB 40°C 18687.6±204 16089.5±34.6 1726.35±57.8 0.341957±0.0269 1892.79±50.7 

50°C 20180.4±240 16052.5±32.9 1790.57±54.2 0.31984±0.0221 1839.75±50.4 

'60°C 20818.8±242 15937.3±31.4 1703.52±43.0 0.3 72381±0.0209 1734.97±47.7 

20°C 23494.9±450 17141.0±47.5 1487.94±39.9 0.624413±0.0381 1724.81±55.9 

30°C 25514.2±327 17215.3±36.0 . 164 7.31 ±3 7.1 0.51 09±0.0253 1778.45±44.4 

i 

CVA 40°C 25976.2±278 17194.3±35.9 1651.63±35.8, 0.51120±0.0243 1767.62±44.0 
· .. 

i . . j 

50°C ~6649.0±252 17183.8±35.4 1668.09±35.0 0.502011±0.0230 1762.08±43.7 

60°0 27819.9±256 17184.4±34.4 1706.45±34.8 0.477231±0.0209 1765.16±42.9 
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Dye· Temperature Ioo · Vo0 (cm-1
) v(cm-1

) X bg(cm-1) 

20°C 14150.9±3900 . 17037.2±253 1095.08±169 0.795561±0.337 2039.69±153 

30°C 18177.4±1300 1698851±94.5 1250.11±71.7 0. 702358±0. 105 1888.59±75.6 

CFV 40°C 21006;3±680 16929.6±57.6 1327.69±46.9 0.663532±0.0574 1777.32±56.1 

50°C 23304.4±573 16924. 7±48.8 1366.42±43.2 0.622496±0.0470 1739.02±49.7 

60°C 25044.2±483 16928.1±45.5 1403.43±42.5 0.58"/015±0.0417 1724.00±48.8 

20°C 75316.6±751 15767.2±19.8 1099.82±13.5 0.666246±0.0212 1311.31±20.3 

30°C 74510.3±721 15646.3±19.6 1035.03±9.6 0. 787654±0.0 189 1256.67±21.4 

. 
NBA 40°C 75869.5±922 15596.8±19.5 1027.70±9.14 0.821 i6±0~0174 1235.59±21.9 

! i 
! 

50°C 77380.8±1150 155S 1.5±24.2 1031.07±11.1 0.82913±0.022 1248.82±26.7 

60°C 77900.0±1490 15528.9±28.9 1029.63±13.7. 0.83179±0.0279· 1274.93±32.2 
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From the above analysis it is apparent that some of the parameters 

(Table 7) are influenced to a great extent by temperature variation. Substantial 

change has been observed in the intensity l00 and the ratio of (1,0) to (0,0) band 

intensities i.e. X with temperature in most of the dyes which are intriguing. As 

has been mentioned above there are some evidences and justification in favour 

of an assertion that the parameter l00 and X are- c·ore1ated. It is, therefore, not 
. . 

surprising that any change in the value of. X with temperatur~ must be 

accompanied by a change in the !00 value. While tht:( exact reason for the 

observed variation of V with temperature for some of the dyes is not certain, the 

rationale behind the observed temperature dependence. of X for the Oxazine 

dyes lie in the fact that temperature must influences· dimer geometry in 

solution and that in presence of a dynamic equil_ibrium which exists. between 

monomers and the dimers, the electronic distribution of dye .molecules ·are 

influenced and this is manifested in the variation in X value. This point will be 

discussed .further during considering dimer spectra of the Oxazines. 

3.3.3 Analysis of dimer spectra, in terms of Molecular Exciton .Model! 

~ffect of temperature -

An important theoretical tool by which different types of dye aggregates . 

(H, J or intermediate) coulO. conveniently be analysed is the molecular exciton 

th~ory of dipole-dipole coupling. According to this model, parallel aggregates (H 

- aggregates) absorbs at shorter wave length and head to tail aggregates (J 

aggregates) show absorption at longer wave lengths compared to monomer. 

Intermediate geometries give rise to band splitting, where the monomer units 

are thought to be arranged parallely (Model I ) or obliquely (Model II ). In the 

above geometries the excited states of the dimer are described by exciton states 

in which the excitation is delocalised over both monomer units. This model 

describes the resonance interaction of excited states of molecular aggregate 

systems and neglect vibronic interactions. The model thus applies to aggregates 
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of molecules which have been intense or strongly allowed singlet-singlet 

interaction, with strong 6~0 vibronic bands. On the other hand, Fulton and . 

Goutemian described a model where the degerate exciton interaction in the 

dimer corresponds to the vibronic coupling phenomena. 89 Kurucsev .applied-the 

model of Fulton and Gouterman to dimer -species of a number of dyes. 90-9~ 
·- - .. . ·--· ... 

Although the vibronic exciton model has been claimed to be based on more 
. . . 

recent development in exciton theory, the so called "non-vibronic" model is 

simpler and works surprisingly well in explaining dimer spectra of many 

organic dye systems. The spHtting of dimer spectra for the so called 

"intermediate geometries" lead~: to compute the angle e ·between monomer 

units and intermolecular separation of the monomer· molecules in the dimer. 

Resolved dimer spectra are shown in fig 33-36. As expected all the 

spectra are decomposed into two bands characteristics of which are given in 

table 8. The decomposition of the dimer spectrum into-two ·bands shows that the 

monomer visible spectrum . corresponds to an electronic transition: with tw~ 

vibroriic bands imd not two electronic transitions. As mentioned in section 3 J .2, 

the point dipole-point dipole approximation ofthe point multiple expression of 

the theory of moleculer exciton coupling can be extended and applied to all 

Oxazine dimers in concentrated solutions. The dimer spectra show a small 

bathochromic shift with temperatures (Table 1 0). A small but . systematic 

variation- of · oscillator strengths for both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
. . 

delocalised exciton states is observed as a function of temperature. This may be 

due to the variation of geometrical disposition. of the dirrier with temperature. 

Briefly, using the values of the OS?illators strength of the low (fJ) and high (f2} 

frequency components (the J-band and H-band respectively) of the dimer 

spectra, the angle e between the ·main oscillators of the two molecules can be 

determined by tb.e expression94
: 

(21) 
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Table - 8 : Some of the characteristics of dimer spectra of the Oxazine dyes in 
aqueous media- at different temperatures._ 

Dye I Temp; (°C) I A.t(rim) I E1 x·to-4 I A-2 (nm) I C2 X 10-5 

20 565 1.50 700 0.28 
30 569 1.62 700 0.30 

.BCB 40 580 1.80· 700 0.32 
50 584 . 1.86 700 0.34 
60 590 1.90 700 0.36 

20 532 2.06 630 0.70 
30 534 2_12 630 0.76 

CVA - 40 -536 ·2.20 630 0;80 
50 544 2.24 630 0.92 
60 546 2.28 .630 1.08 

20 534 2.00 644 OA6-
30 536 2.04 642 0.50 

CFV 40 540 2.0~ 640 0.56 
50 544 2.10 636. 0.60 
60 548 2.14 630 0.70 

20 580 7.50 690 1.50 
30 580 7.80 690 1.60 

NBA 40. 580 8.00 690. 1.80. 
50 580 8.20 690 1.90 
60 582 8.50 -690 2.00 

bn the other hand, the distance (R') betweens --the centers of the two 

molecules can be calculated from the resonance interaction energy, U, ( a term 

which is equal to half the separation between the electrol)ic band maxima of the 

splitted dimer spectrum). 

(U has been designated .as ~ in fig. 3) 

The relationship between the interaction energy, strength of transition 

dipole and the geometry of the dimer is given by the general equation 
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IMI2 

U= -· - (Cos8+ 3 Cos2cp) (22) 
R3 

Where j:rv.if is the square of the transjtion moments of the monomer, 8 is 

the ·angl~ between polarization axes for the monomer and <p is the angle between 

the polarisation direction and the line joining the centres of the two component 

molecules. The. following equation can be used directly to determine oscillator 

strength ofa derivative spectrum. 

f= 4.32 x 10"9 fE (v) dv. (23) 

However, it is more convenient to modifY the equation to make it easier 

to arialyse speCtra measured a function of a wave length instead of frequency. If 
the dispersion relationship C = A. v is used to substitute for v in the above 

equation, the alternative relationship 

f= (0.0432 I A.0
2) JE (A.) dA. .. (24) 

may be derived. In this expression ·E (A.) has units of lit/mol-em and A. in nm, A0 

is the wave length at the peak of a smoothed envelops containing the· spectrum. · 
. : 

The angle 8 calculated for the dimersare presented in table 11 (For the 

calculations of· f1 and f2 values for each dimer spectrum, measurement of the 

area under the J and H-bands of the spectra was done by counting small 

divisions of graph papers). Th1~ transition moment M is calculated using the 

relationship 

(25) 

where v is in cm"1 of the dimer at maximum. E in the dimer ~pectrum. The. 

values of the oscillator strengths and the transition moment of the dyes are 

shown in tables I 0 and II respectively. 
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The distance (R) between monomers in a dimer is model dependent, 

i.e., it depends on the geometric disposition. To explain dimer band splitting, 

two models allowing the two transitions are possible. In model I, the monomers 

are in parallel planes with a twist E:ngle e while in model II, they are in the same 

plane fomiing angle e. The interaction energy in thes,e. models are as 

follows 61
•
62

. · 

Model I ( e = e and q, = 90°, Sarirlwitch dimer with a Twist angle 9). 

IMI2Cose 
u =- (26) 

Rt3 

Model II ( e = e and <jJ= e ; Co-planar inclined angle dimer) 

IMI2 IMI2 

U = ---
3 

{Cose + 3Cos2<p) =- -
3 

(Cose + 3Sin2 8/2) (27) 
. Ru Rn 

Where R1 . and R11 are the distances between · the monomers in the dimer in 

·model I and II respectively; 

Model-11 

Model- 1 

Model I refers to the case of non-planar transition dipoles where the molecules 

are arranged in a sandwitch dimer (card pack) oriented with angle e, the angle 

of skew between the. polarisation .direction of the absorption oscillators of 

each dye molecule. Model II refer:s to the "coplanar inclined angle dimer" of the 
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·'oblique" arrangement where 8 is the angle between the planes of the aromatic· 

ring. The twist angles 8 (for model I) and the_ o?lique angle 8( for model II) 

and the distance (R ) between the centres of the monomer units in a dimer 

have been calculated for all the Oxazine dyes · under investigation. The 

excitonic parameters of Oxazine dimers. and values of transition moments arid 

oscillator strengths are shown in tables 11 and 12. 

Among the four Oxazine dyes, · CV A, CFV and NBA are of similar _ 

molecular structures with three aromatic and one heterocycle ring in each 

molecule. On the other hand, BCB is having only two aromatic and one 

heterocycle ring in the structure. CFV is a dimethyl derivati:ve and NBA is the 
. . 

diethyl derivative of CV A. From space filling CPK mo.dels, we estimate the · 

molecular length .of these dyes as follows : 

Table- 9 

Dye Molecular length/ A 

Brilliant cresyl blue (BCB) 13.50 

Cresyl violet Acetate (CVA) 11.99 

Cresyl fa:st violet (CFV) 12.40• 

Nile blue A (NBA) 13.54 

Table - 11 clearly shows that as the length of the molecule and alkyl 

substitution increase, the angle 0 of the dimer decreases indicating an enhanced 

tendency of the dimer to be folded due to enhanced hydrophobic interaction. 

However, BCB molecule with . the least complex structure align more 

effectively yielding lowest 8 values, which leads to stronger 7t-7t interaction. 

It is also interesting to note the observed temperature dependence of the · 

angle 8, i.e. the ·angle between the transition moments of the monomer pair, 
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Table -10 
~' 

Dye Temp Oscillator stn!ngth Oscillator strength Oscillator strength 
of Monomer(fm) of the low frequency of the high frequency 

band. (J-band) f2 of band (H-band) f1 of 
dimer dimer · 

~· .· 20°C 0.1815 0.0117 0.1222 

30°C 0.1856 0.0130 0.1302 

BCB 40°C 0.1939 0.0138 0.1345 

SO"C 0.1965 0.0142. -- 0.1354 

60°C 0.2019 0.0151 0.1407 

20°C 0.2703 .0.0343 0.1620 

+ 30°C 0.2740 6.0433 0.1967 

CVA 40°C 0.2757 0.0484 0.2106 

50°C . 0.2778 0.0532 0.2219 

60"C 0.2816 0.0635 0.2474 

20°C 0.2654 0.0234 0.1694 

30°C 0.2688 0.0265 0.1742 

CFV 40°C 0.2704 0.0280 0.1752 

50°C 0.2751 0.0326 0.1776 

60°C 0.2806 0.0362. 0.1847 

20°C 0.7375 0.0654 0.4959 ...__ -- .... ·--· ... 

30°C 0.7882 0.0682 0.5454 

NBA 40°C 0.7993 0.0719 0.5850 

50°C 0.8242 0.0763 0.6309 

~· . 60°C 0.8329 0.0786 0.6523 .... . . ... . · 

' 
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Tablc-11 Excitonic paramctc1·s of. the dimca· of Oxazinc dyes 

l>yt• 'I' em p. Square of the :1ugle lntentction eneq~y Inter molecular distance 
in A 

Transition morncnts El (dcg) U (cm-1
) R, Ru 

I M2
1 X 10

36 csu 

20"C 23.54 34.34 1629.07 3.92 4.30 

30"C 24.26 35.08 I 552.79 4.01 4.42 

BCB 40"C 25.56 35.47 1477.83 4.15 4.57 

50"C 26.10 35.86 1404.15 4.24 4.69 

60"C 27.05 36.28 1331.72 4.36 4.83 

20"C .\3.32 49.42 1497.45 -4.18 5.09 

J(l"C JJ.n . 50.44 1461.98 4.21 5.20 

CVA 40"C 34.11 5 I .23 1322.75 4.34 5.35 

50"C 34.37 52.16 1288.58 4.36 5.44 

60"C 34.96 53.74 1254.67 4.37 5.54 

20"C 31.59 40.74 1621.46 4.21 4.80 

30"C 32.80 42.59 1550.79 4.29 4.95 

CFV 40"C 33.34 43.76 148 1.18 4.35 5.06 

50"C 34.15 46.00 1422.27 4.38 5.19 

60"C 35.07 47.50 1388.10 4.42 5.29 

20"(' <>8.77 _3<).92 1374.32 6.53 7.40 

.10"<. I 05.5(1 .18. t)!J 137,1..'l2 6.71 7.55 

NB/\ 40"C 107.05 38.63 1374.32 6.75 7.59 

50"C 110.39 38.36 1374.32 6.83 7.66 

60"l' II 1.55 38.19 1374.32 6.86 7.69 

which increases with temperature for all the dyes except NBA. The reason of 

anamolous behaviour of' Nl3A is not certain (Table· I I ). This is important 

because this shows a partial unfolding or dimer structure due to rise in 

·, tem11eratu1:c i.1i most of the cases: Mmiy researchers have -studied temperature 

. Oependence or lllUllUillCI'-Oimer equilibria ol' aqueous Jyc solution with a view 

to understand the thermodynamics of aggregation equilibrium but none of 
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them have considered the temperature dependence of aggregate geometries in 

solution. In view of the non-rigid structure of molecular aggregates in solution, it 

is very much likely that the geometry of the aggregates be dependent on 

temperature of the system. The result shows that for- Oxazine dyes, as the 

temperature is raised, some of the dimer forming hydrogen bonds break 

resulting in the unfolding of tl:.e dimer structure. This in turn weaken the n-n 

interaction to some extent between the monomers m a dimer causing 

modification in. electronic distribution and hence the bond lengths between 

atoms of aromatic ring system. This modification is further manifested in the 

variation of the monomer parameter X with temperature in the presence of ·a 

dynamic equilibrium between monomers and the dimers. 

In determining the inter-dipolar distances both models I and II are 

applied.. Table-11 shows that these distances which ~re thought to be the 

distance between centers of two monomer units in a dimer, increase with 

·temperature which is quite reasonable. Present study al~o shows that both the 

models yield very close R values for the Oxazine dimers. Some of the authors 

argued in favour of Model I and thought it to be appropriate for organic dye 

dimers such as Fluorescein and Rhodamine 60.95
•
96 On the other hand, some 

recent works show that model II give physically-reasonable results for ·some 

other dye systems.97 However, in the present study, both the models predict 

partial unfolding of the dimer structure due to raise in temperature. Model I 

yield R value ~hich vary from 3.92 A to 4.36A for temperature increase from 

20 to 60°C for BCB. For CVA, CFV and NBA, these values are changed from 

4.18 Ato 4.37 A, 4.21 A to 4.42 A. and 6~53 A to 6.86 A respectively. Model II, 

however, yield R value which vary from 4.3 A to 4.83 A due to temperature 

variation from 20° to 60°C for BCB. For, other three dyes viz., CV A, CFV anq 

NBA, these values vary from 5.09 A to 5.54 A, 4.80 A to 5.29 A.and 7.40 A to 

7.f>9 A respectively. NBA which is largest in size among all the dyes shows that 

the distance R increases with temperature similar to other three dyes but the 
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values of R are quite large. In this respect, NBA shows anamolous behaviour 

again. On the other hand, these values of e and R calculated from the simple 

exciton model (model II) for other three dyes are physically reasonable . From 

space filling CPK models, the length of BCB molecule has been estimated as 

13.50 A (Table-9). If two BCB molecules are tilted towards each other at an 

angle 34.34°, the distance between their centers would be 4.00 A, which is in 

good agreement with the calculated value of 4.30 A based on exciton theory. For 

CV A and CFV, space filling model data of molecular lengths yields the inter

molecular separation as 5.01 A ~md 4. 73 ·A respective~y while, according to 

model II, . simple exciton theory yields R values as 5.09. A and 4.80 A . 
respectively. Moreover, according to this model teinperature induced un.folding 

of dimer structure i.e. changes of oblique angles from 34.34° at 20°C to 36.28° 

at 60°C results in the increase of intermolecular separation from 4.30 to 4.83 A 

for BCB dimers. On the othe:r hand, taking the molecular length. from CPK 

model, the intermolecular separation should vary from 4.20 to 4.70 A due to the 

increase in temperature from 20° to 60°C. The results are again within reasonable 

deviation . These data for CV A , CFV and BCB dimers are listed in table 12. 

Table -12 

Dye Temperature Calculated Rl A Exciton Rl A 

CVA 20°C 5.01 5.09 

60°C 5.40 5.54 

CFV 20°C 4.73 ·--· 4.80 

60°C 5.12 5.29 

BCB 20°C 4.20 4.30 

60°C 4.70 4.83 
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Thus it is apparent that in most of the cases the result of analysis of 

experimental data according to the simple exciton theory agrees exceptionally 

welt with those of theoretical, specially in view of the fact that . measured 

· pararl)eters are. giving only average values because of the distribution of dimer 

structures in solution . 

... 
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